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 PETER TRIANTOS

Peter Triantos Galleries are excited to share about all the awesome 
projects happening here! SCOPE Miami was a blast – it was great to see 
all of you who came out to our booth! We were happy to meet Nicole 
Scherzinger and she commissioned a piece from the "Storm" series. At 
the end of November, we had a fantastic show with performances by 
Drake and Jessie Reyez at the Après Noir exclusive dinner event at the 
Château le Jardin. A wonderful exhibition at the Hotel X featured Triantos 
artworks and Roy Woods. We're excited to share that Peter's work will be 
arriving in Seoul for a solo show. This will be his first launch in Asia. Stay 
tuned and we'll get you the details soon!
 
Recent features with Peter Triantos can be found all over the world! A 
podcast interview with the “Let’s Talk” show’s Mo Waja dug deep to learn 
about understanding art and deciphering meaning in “The Meaning of Art 
with Peter Triantos.” Wescover interviewed Peter and featured a great 
article on “6 Lessons from the Joyful Art of Peter Triantos” here. Our 
massive thanks to them for a truly fun article! All the way in Italy, Juliet 
Magazine's Valeria Ceregini wrote “Peter Triantos: Splash of Joy” indulged 
readers with gorgeous colour photographs and an article on the artworks. 
Visit our website to access all these articles and learn a bit more about 
what Peter’s practice is all about!
 
We will guide you through some of the stunning new works which Peter 
has been working on. We are sure you will be delighted with the bold 
colours and evocative artworks, pushing boundaries and allowing for 
fresh influences. Let the Peter Triantos spark inspire you to find the next 
perfect piece for your space!
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PETER TRIANTOS AT 

SCOPE MIAMI 

Peter Triantos Art Galleries was thrilled to be a part of this wonderful art fair. Peter 
Triantos achieved huge success - not just more worldwide recognition and many new 
clients, but also newrepresentation by Gallery Biba in Palm Beach. Peter Triantos Art 
Galleries showed the art pieces which had a huge success in Canada, especially in 
Toronto, and Scope Miami welcomed these artworks just as expected! The 'Jelly Bean' 
series, full of joy, was a crowd favorite. The "Napa Valley' and 'Storm' series got a lot of 
compliments of its strong and bold colors and the unique painting technique.
 
For 15 years, the SCOPE Art Show has taken place in Miami, New York, and Basel, 
Switzerland and is celebrated as the premier showcase for international emerging 
contemporary art and multi-disciplinary creative programming. This unique art fair 
pavilion based on the sand in Miami invited 140 International exhibitors from more 
than 20 countries. Scope Miami Beach International Art Fair 2018 lasted 6 days during 
which more than 70.000 people visited.



Jelly Bean #57, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 48" x 72"

PETER TRIANTOS AT 

SCOPE MIAMI 

Jelly Bean #60, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 48" x 72"



Storm #8, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 60" x 96" 

PETER TRIANTOS AT

 SCOPE MIAMI



At SCOPE Miami, Nicole Scherzinger, the lead singer of 
‘The Pussy Cat Dolls’, commissioned a painting from 

Peter's widely-successful ‘Storm’ series. 

PETER TRIANTOS 

AT SCOPE MIAMI







 Après Noir Exclusive Dinner 

featuring Drake and Peter Triantos

The Après Noir exclusive dinner is the 
exemplification of a night out for 

Toronto’s indulgent urban-dwelling 
elite class.  Branded as a world-class 
meeting of creative arts, nightlife, and 

fine dining, this show series 
encapsulates and imports some of the 

best of live entertainment and an 
Epicurean experience in an opulent 

event facility Château Le Jardin. 
Transcendent hip-hop superstar Drake 

took the stage at the 1st edition of 
Après Noir. Canadian contemporary 

artist Peter Triantos was a part of this 
night out with his spectacular art 

pieces. 



 Après Noir Exclusive Dinner 

featuring Drake and Peter Triantos



PETER TRIANTOS x Hotel X



New works by Peter Triantos were 
shown at the luxurious retreat Hotel X 
alongside Roy Woods who unveiled the 
original cover for his latest album 'Say 
Less'. 

Last November at the brand new 
ultra upscale urban resort Hotel X, 
together with the Opulent Club, for 
the first time presented, "Art At The 
X." This exhibit featured three 
incredible artists including 
contemporary Canadian artist Peter 
Triantos and his ‘Jelly Bean’ series 
masterpieces. Many people enjoyed 
this wonderful evening and the 
mesmerizing Peter Triantos 
artworks which are known for joyful 
and cheerful colors, and positivity.

Peter Triantos at Hotel X





PETER TRIANTOS in Italy's 

Juliet Art Magazine

Juliet Art Magazine was founded in 1980 to provide a 

forum for contemporary art criticism and coverage. The 

magazine focuses on finding out the creative processes 

of the artists whose creations are captivating the 

public. Understanding the formal qualities as well as 

the onus behind artworks helps build a greater 

appreciation of contemporary art.

 

Juliet's feature on Peter Triantos, "Splash of Joy" by 

Valeria Ceregini,  focused on two main elements, the 

formal characteristics of his paintings as well as why he 

creates. The article goes through his use of colour, line, 

shape, and form in detail to analyse their impact on the 

final art piece. Discussing Peter's passion gives context 

and builds understanding on what the artworks are 

trying to achieve - positivity, bravery, and joy. Citing art 

publications and artists, Juliet Magazine puts Peter 

Triantos in dialogue with Mark Rothko and Jackson 

Pollock, Abstract Expressionist masters of art history's 

past.

IN -DEPTH  ANALYS IS







6 Lessons 

from the Joyful Art of 
PETER TRIANTOS 

Wescover is a revolutionary platform for consumers to 

engage with creators. With a few simple clicks, users 

can engage with designers and learn about the 

context and meanings behind the objects and spaces 

they encounter on the daily. 

 

Wescover's article on Peter Triantos followed six 

lessons on how to create artworks. Following his 

process and mindest, the article provides interesting 

quotes and inspiration directly from Peter himself. A 

delightful article with lots of great ideas to ingest and 

apply to all of life's endeavours!  

 

INTERVIEW

 



As an artist, it is easy to question your work and seek 

perfection. Sometimes you’re too scared to bare your 

artwork to the world or perhaps you’re afraid of creating 

something that won’t appeal to a greater audience. 

Peter knew he wanted to be an artist since he was a 

child but didn’t start to pursue his own creative career 

until adulthood.

 

“It took me a long time to get here and I love that I took 

the scenic route.”

 

Today his neo-abstract art is being featured in world-

renown art exhibitions, permanent spaces, and private 

residences all over North America and Europe. We spoke 

to Peter Triantos about his positive, vibrant, and energy-

infused artwork as well as his journey in the art world.

 

For all creators out there, here are some insights and tips 

on staying authentic, not limiting yourself, and following 

your dreams.

6 Lessons from the 

Joyful Art of 
PETER TRIANTOS

 



Peter is a Greek-born painter who taught himself a lot of 

what he knows. A passionate art lover and collector, Peter’s 

work with art began by restoring old master paintings and 

absorbing everything he relearned. What he didn’t learn 

through art history classes he learned through a deep 

passion for the subject. Most of his art was the product of a 

slow, conscious, and experiential learning. He says he is a 

realist painter who wasn’t born with the talent but who just 

happened to have good hand-eye coordination. Art for him 

was also a means of transferring energy. And despite 

admitting that his road to an art career was a long and not 

easy, the art world is for him what it is for many of us art 

lovers: a “magical place.”

1 .  RECOGNIZE  YOUR  PASSION  AND  LEARN  SLOWLY



SP² #133, 2019, acrylic on canvas

48" x 36" (122  x 91.4 cm)

http://petertriantos.com/inquire-price/


SP² #133, 2019, acrylic on canvas, 

48" x 36" (122  x 91.4 cm)

http://petertriantos.com/inquire-price/


 

3 .  F IND  FREEDOM  IN  CHAOS  AND  EXPLORATION

Despite starting out relatively late in his life, Peter has filled his life with 

projects he is passionate about. Peter was a carpenter for many years and 

built homes before dedicating himself to painting. As a carpenter, received a 

great amount of respect for his creativity. From these experiences, he learned 

that every form of art inspires and creates a community of people that 

support and admire what you do.

 

“You’ve got to follow your dreams. I think even at the age of 57 my works are 

still in the early stages.“

 

If these are the early stages, we can’t wait to see what he’s painting 10 years 

from now! While Peter is humble, we agree that when you are passionate 

about something you can make it happen.

 

 

 

Peter’s work is magical. They invite us to explore childish happiness and free 

ourselves from limits, whether they be self-imposed or due to beliefs of what 

society expects us to be. Peter’s vivid canvases convey joy with every stroke, 

evoking carefree happiness reminiscent of youth. In fact, Peter admits that 

he is ‘a bit immature’ but he believes his childishness gives him the freedom 

to not think that he is older and should behave a certain way. Peter loves the 

freedom of stripe painting and his abstract contemporary artwork instills a 

sense of freedom itself:

 

“I think they teach in design school that patterns make people happy. People 

love familiarity. Patterns might not have the freedom of chaos.”

 

This mindset that reminds us of the importance of nurturing that ‘inner 

child’ within all of us which not only inspires but also sees the world as a 

limitless realm of opportunity (it reminds us of a piece you’d see in “The 

Aesthetics of Joy” too!). Peter’s artwork doesn’t hide this childlike freedom 

and joy from the world, but rather channels and magnifies it.

2. IT'S NEVER TOO LATE TO FOLLOW YOUR DREAMS



Napa Valley #53, 2019, acrylic on canvas

60" x 60", (152.4 x 152.4 cm) 

http://petertriantos.com/inquire-price/


Napa Valley #53, 2019, acrylic on canvas

60" x 60", (152.4 x 152.4 cm) 

http://petertriantos.com/inquire-price/


While Peter Triantos brings signature positivity to his pieces, he 

warns about tying yourself down to a particular style. Indeed, there 

is a comfort to knowing that what we are creating is pleasing a 

certain audience. Along with that comes the fear of losing this 

audience if we endeavor to try something else. And while every 

creator has a unique style, styles change as creators themselves 

undergo new life experiences.

 

“I see a lot of artists that are doing the same thing over and over— 

which you have to do a bit so people recognize you. But you can 

get caught up in the monotony if it’s successful. People like to do 

the same thing.”

 

We are all human and we are always evolving, changing. And while 

sometimes we might find comfort in what we know and what is 

admired, it never hurts to explore sides of yourself and your art.

 

“You shouldn’t be afraid to explore. Exploration is what frees you 

from everyday monotony.”

4 .  DON 'T  L IMIT  YOURSELF  WITH  REPET IT ION

As an artist, it is normal to never truly be satisfied with your work. 

Peter himself was a perfectionist who was always “waiting for that 

masterpiece.” But now he exhorts the importance of creating even 

with the knowledge that not everything will be perfect. Sometimes 

we spend so much time thinking about doing amazing things that 

our time is spent thinking rather than actually doing:

 

“Now that I’m older and wiser I play around. I try to just work and 

know nothing is just going to be perfect. Every piece will feel 

unfinished because that’s life and our journey. You have to get your 

work out there because, if you don’t, your work doesn’t influence 

anyone or help society.”

5 .  STOP  SEEKING  PERFECT ION  AND  JUST  CREATE



Of course, putting yourself out there means opening yourself up to 

the world. There’s a certain vulnerability in the criticism that comes 

with baring your art to others. Peter shows us that criticism might 

not be so personal as we might assume.

 

“People look at art and they’re fearful. They’re not really looking at 

it. They’re not looking at the art. Sometimes people look at a 

painting and feel anger or hate, but how can a painting instill that? 

The emotion is usually coming from the person, not the artwork.”

6 .  DON 'T  TAKE  CRIT IC ISM  PERSONALLY



Black and White #66, 2019, 

acrylic on canvas,  60” x 40” (152.4 x 101.6 cm)

http://petertriantos.com/inquire-price/


The Meaning of Art 
ft. PETER TRIANTOS
Contemporary Artist

Peter Triantos met with "Let's Talk's" Mo Waja to discuss  

understanding art and finding your inner artist. The 

journey through art and Peter's personal journey into art 

world are discussed. Insights are given into individual 

Peter Triantos pieces! 

Visit our website to hear this interview in full!

PODCAST  INTERVIEW

 

http://petertriantos.com/radio-interviews-and-podcast-shows


MIAMI

A gorgeous new work inspired by the blue sky of

Miami, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 

60" x 48", (152.4 x 122 cm)

http://petertriantos.com/inquire-price


Miami, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 

60" x 48", (152.4 x 122 cm)

http://petertriantos.com/inquire-price/


SP² #135, 2019, acrylic on canvas,

60" x 96" (152.4 x 244 cm)

http://petertriantos.com/inquire-price/


SP² #135, 2019, acrylic on canvas,

60" x 96" (152.4 x 244 cm)

http://petertriantos.com/inquire-price/


SP² #48, 2019, acrylic on canvas,

48" x 36" (122 x 91.4 cm)

http://petertriantos.com/inquire-price/


SP² #48, 2019, acrylic on canvas,

48" x 36" (122 x 91.4 cm)

http://petertriantos.com/inquire-price/


SPLASH OF COLOUR I I

Introducing an electric blue

SP²#132, 2018, 
acrylic on canvas, 48" x 36" (122 x 91.4 cm)

http://petertriantos.com/inquire-price/


SP² #132, 2018, 

acrylic on canvas, 48" x 36" (122 x 91.4 cm)

http://petertriantos.com/inquire-price/


Jelly Bean #59, 2019, 

acrylic on canvas, 48" x 36" (122  x 91.4 cm)

JELLY BEAN

New joyful

http://petertriantos.com/inquire-price/


Jelly Bean #59, 2019, 

acrylic on canvas, 48" x 36" (122 x 91.4 cm)

http://petertriantos.com/inquire-price/


Napa Valley#65, 2018,

acrylic on canvas 48" x 60" (122 x 152.4 cm)

NAPA VALLEY
Mesmerizing new



Napa Valley#65, 2018,

acrylic on canvas 48" x 60" (122 x 152.4 cm)

http://petertriantos.com/inquire-price/


BLACK & WHITE ABSTRACT 
ARTWORK

Thought-provoking conversation pieces in

Black & White Abstract #67, 2019, 

acrylic on canvas, 60” x 48” (152.4 x 122 cm)

http://petertriantos.com/inquire-price/


Black & White Abstract #67, 2019, 

acrylic on canvas, 60” x 48” (152.4 x 122 cm)

http://petertriantos.com/inquire-price/


Black & White Abstract #68, 2019, 

acrylic on canvas, 48” x 60” (122 x 152.4 cm)

http://petertriantos.com/inquire-price/


Black & White Abstract #68, 2019, 

acrylic on canvas, 48” x 60” (122 x 152.4 cm)

http://petertriantos.com/inquire-price/


A fore into red, white, and blue

AMERICA

America, 2018, 

acrylic on canvas, 72” x 96” (183  x 244 cm)

http://petertriantos.com/inquire-price/


America, 2018, 

acrylic on canvas, 72” x 96” (183  x 244 cm)

http://petertriantos.com/inquire-price/

